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Preise timing of spikes and temporal loking are key elements of neural omputation. Here we
demonstrate how even strongly heterogeneous, deterministi neural networks with delayed intera-
tions and omplex topology an exhibit periodi patterns of spikes that are preisely timed. We
develop an analytial method to nd the set of all networks exhibiting a predened pattern dynam-
is. Suh patterns may be arbitrarily long and of ompliated temporal struture. We point out
that the same pattern an exist in very dierent networks and have dierent stability properties.
PACS numbers: 87.18.Sn, 89.75.Fb, 89.75.H, 05.45.-a
Repeated patterns of spikes with temporal preision in
the milliseond range have been experimentally observed
in dierent neuronal systems [1, 2, 3, 4℄. They orre-
late with internal and external stimuli and are thus dis-
ussed to be essential for neural information proessing
(see, e.g., [5℄). Their dynamial origin, however, is un-
known. One possible explanation for their ourrene is
the existene of exitatorily oupled feed-forward stru-
tures, synre hains [6, 7, 8℄, whih are embedded in a
network of otherwise random onnetivity and reeive a
large number of random external inputs. Other studies
point out that spike patterns an originate as attrators
of deterministi reurrent networks if inhibitory intera-
tions dominate [9, 10℄. These studies ould already treat
networks of ompliated onnetivities and suessfully
found one spei network solution for a given pattern.
Yet it is still unlear whih set of networks have the po-
tential to realize a given spiking dynamis. Moreover,
the reent studies onsidered interations without delays.
Delays, however, are known to be signiant in biolog-
ial neural systems [11℄ and to have a strong impat
onto even the qualitative dynamis of neural networks
(f. [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18℄).
It is thus still an open question whether and how a
deterministi network, despite simultaneously exhibiting
delayed interations and strong heterogeneities, an yet
display preisely timed spiking dynamis. If so, what are
the possible networks that generate a given dynamis?
In this Letter we study a lass of spiking neural net-
work models with delayed interations. We provide a
solution to an inverse problem for networks of arbitrary
onnetivity: We present an exat analytial method to
nd the set of all networks, by determining the oupling
strengths, suh that they exhibit a given periodi spike
pattern of arbitrary temporal extent. The analysis shows
that even arbitrarily large networks with ompliated
onnetion topologies and strong heterogeneities an yet
display patterns of spikes that are timed preisely. The
lass of networks realizing a simple periodi pattern, i.e.
one in whih eah neuron res exatly one before the
sequene repeats, is derived and parameterized analyti-
ally. The network may have a mixture of both exitatory
and inhibitory ouplings, with the stability of a pattern
depending on the partiular oupling arhiteture.
Consider a network of N ∈ N osillatory neurons that
interat by sending and reeiving spikes via direted de-
layed onnetions. One phase-like variable φl(t) speies
the state of eah neuron l ∈ {1, . . . , N} at time t. A
stritly monotoni inreasing rise funtion Ul denes the
membrane potential Ul(φl) of the neuron, representing
its subthreshold dynamis [12℄. In the absene of intera-
tions, the phases inrease uniformly obeying dφl/dt = 1.
When φl reahes its threshold, φl(t
−) = Θl, it is reset,
φl(t) = 0, and a spike is emitted. After a delay time
τml this spike signal reahes the post-synapti neuron m,
induing an instantaneous phase jump
φm (t+ τml) = H
(m)
εml
(
φm
(
(t+ τml)
−
))
, (1)
mediated by the transfer funtion H
(m)
ε (φ) =
U−1m (Um(φ)+ε) that is stritly monotoni inreasing both
as a funtion of ε and of φ. Here, εml denotes the strength
of the oupling from neuron l tom. Sending and reeiving
of spikes are the only nonlinear events ourring in these
systems. For simpliity of presentation, we here fous on
non-degenerate events: We onsider arbitrary periodi
patterns in whih (i) all spikes are sent at non-idential
times and (ii) reeived at non-idential times, and (iii)
neurons reeiving a spike do not generate a new spike at
the same time. We fous on networks of idential neurons
Ul(φ) ≡ U(φ) with the same intrinsi inter-spike intervals
xed by Θl ≡ 1, on idential delays τml ≡ τ , and pat-
terns without silent neurons (that do not spike within a
pattern due to suiently strong inibitory input). Below,
we will explain the underlying ideas of how to nd the set
of all networks exhibiting a given pattern as an invariant
solution for this lass of systems. Nevertheless, based on
the analysis presented here, the developed method an be
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FIG. 1: (olor) Compliated spike pattern in a small network
(N = 15). (a) Network of eight integrate-and-re (green)
and seven Mirollo-Strogatz (blue) neurons with distributed
thresholds Θl ∈ [0.5, 2.0] and delays τml ∈ [0.1, 0.9]. Eah di-
reted onnetion between any two neurons is randomly ho-
sen to be present with probability p = 0.6. Connetions are
either exitatory (blak) or inhibitory (red) (thiknesses pro-
portional to oupling strengths). (b) The spiking dynamis
(green and blue bars aording to neuron type) of the network
shown in (a) perfetly agrees with the predened pattern (pe-
riod T = 1.3) of preisely timed spikes (blak bars underlying
the olored ones). The pattern inludes several simultane-
ous spikes. Three neurons, l ∈ {4, 11, 12}, are swithed o
(non-spiking).
further extended [19℄ to over also dierent types of neu-
rons, heterogeneously distributed delays and thresholds,
and ompliated stored patterns that inlude degenerate
spikes, multiple rings of the same neuron and silent neu-
rons that never re. Figure 1 illustrates suh a general
ase.
What haraterizes a periodi pattern of preisely
timed spikes? Let ti, i ∈ Z, be an ordered list of times
at whih a neuron emits the ith spike ourring in the
network, suh that tj > ti if j > i. Assume a periodi
pattern onsists of M spikes. Suh a pattern is then
haraterized by its period T , by the times ti ∈ [0, T ) of
spikes i ∈ {1, ...,M}, and by the indies si ∈ {1, . . . , N}
identifying the neuron that spikes at ti . To exlude
tehnialities in the presentation, we assume that for all
pairs ti and tj of subsequent spike times of eah neu-
ron l, it reeives at least one spike within the interval
(ti, tj)∩ (ti, ti +Θl). Periodiity entails ti + nT = ti+nM
and si = si+nM for all n ∈ Z. This imposes ondi-
tions on the time evolution of the neurons' phases. Sup-
pose a spei neuron l res at K(l) times tik ∈ [0, T ),
k ∈ {1, ...,K(l)} within the rst period. For the non-
degenerate patterns onsidered, this implies
φl(t
−
ik
) = 1, (2)
whereas at any other time t ∈ [0, T ), t 6= tik for all k,
φl(t
−) < 1, (3)
to prevent untimely ring. The monotoniity of the
transfer funtion implies that the periodiity of the pat-
tern is neessary and suient [19℄ for the periodiity of
the phases,
φl(t) = φl(t+ nT ), (4)
for all n ∈ Z and all t ∈ [0, T ). We therefore equivalently
onsider φl(t) for t ∈ [0, T ) with periodi boundary on-
ditions. All times are measured modulo T and spike time
labels i are redued to {1, ...,M} by subtrating a suit-
able integer multiple of M . Let P (i) ∈ {1, ...,M} denote
the spike arriving last before the ring time ti suh that
P (i) = argmin{ti− θj | j ∈ {1, ...,M}}, where θj = tj + τ
is the arrival time of the spike labeled j.
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FIG. 2: (olor) Restrition of a neuron's dynamis between its
ring events (7). In this example, two spikes arrive between
the ring times ti and tj of neuron l. The solid line indiates
one possible time evolution of the phase φl(t). Between the
ring times, φl(t) may follow any path within a possibly semi-
innite polygon (gray shaded; green dashed lines show other
possible trajetories). A too large phase at θP (i)+1 ontradits
(7) and will lead to early ring (dark red dashed line). The
phase at θP (j) is xed (red dot). Any other phase inonsistent
with the equality in (7) would lead to a ring time earlier or
later than predened (light red dashed lines).
Moreover, let ∆j = θj+1 − θj be the time dierenes
between two suessive arrivals. We an now rewrite
Eqs. (2) and (3) for neuron l as a set of onditions on
the phases φl(θi) at eah spike arrival time θi, in terms
of the ring times tik of that neuron and spike arrival
times θj ,
φl(θP (ik)) =1− (tik − θP (ik)), (5)
φl(θj) <1−∆j , (6)
where k ∈ {1, ...,K(l)} and j ∈ {1, ...,M}, j 6= P (ik)
for all k. The oupling strengths εll′ , l, l
′ ∈ {1, . . . , N}
of a network realizing a given pattern are now restrited
by a system of
∑N
l=1K(l) = M nonlinear equations and∑N
l=1(M − K(l)) = (N − 1)M inequalities originating
from (5) and (6): After a ring of neuron l at time ti
where its phase is zero, onditions (5) and (6) impose
restritions at eah spike arrival time while the time evo-
lution proeeds towards the subsequent ring time tj of
neuron l, as illustrated in Fig. 2. As a result, we have
3HεlsP(i)+1 (θP (i)+1 − ti) < 1−∆P (i)+1 ,
HεlsP (i)+2 (HεlsP (i)+1 (θP (i)+1 − ti) + ∆P (i)+1) < 1−∆P (i)+2 ,
.
.
.
HεlsP (j) (...HεlsP (i)+2 (HεlsP (i)+1 (θP (i)+1 − ti) + ∆P (i)+1) . . .+∆P (j)−1) = 1− (tj − θP (j)).
(7)
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FIG. 3: (olor) Two dierent networks (a), () realize the
same predened pattern ((b), (d) grey lines). A small ran-
dom perturbation is applied at the beginning of the seond
period. The network dynamis (spike times relative to the
spikes of neuron l = 1, olor oded for eah neuron), found by
exat numerial integration [23℄ shows that in network (a) the
pattern is stable and thus regained after a few periods (b); in
network () it is unstable (d) and eventually another pattern
will be assumed.
A partiular solution [20℄ to the system (7), provides the
oupling strengths εll′ , l
′ ∈ {1, . . . , N}, of inoming on-
netions to neuron l. Solutions to systems analogous to
(7) for all neurons l dene the oupling arhiteture of the
entire network. Often (7) is an under-determined system
suh that many solutions exist, implying that many dif-
ferent networks realize the same predened pattern; f.
Fig. 3.
We an then require additional properties from the net-
work. For instane, a onnetion from a neuron l to m
an be absent (requiring the oupling strength εml = 0),
taken to be inhibitory (εml < 0), exitatory (εml > 0)
or to lie within an interval. In partiular, we an spe-
ify inhibitory and exitatory subpopulations. In ertain
ases, suh as for networks of leaky integrate and re neu-
rons [21℄, U(φ) = Uγ(φ) = [1− exp(−γφ)]/[1− exp(−γ)],
γ > 0, or Mirollo-Strogatz neurons [12℄, U(φ) = Ub(φ) =
b−1 ln(1 + (exp(b) − 1)φ), b > 0, a solution of (7) an
be found in a simple way, beause the system is then re-
duible to be linear in the ouplings or polynomial in its
exponentials.
Networks realizing a given pattern do not always ex-
ist. This an already be observed from a simple exam-
ple: Consider a pattern with no spike arrival between
two spikes sent by the same neuron. Due to its free evo-
lution between the spiking times, their time dierene
must equal the free period; hene a predened pattern
with dierent inter-spike interval is not realizable by any
network.
For a simple periodi pattern, the system (7) is guar-
anteed to have a solution, as long as basi requirements
(e.g., the delays being smaller than the neurons' intrinsi
inter-spike-intervals) are obeyed. Without loss of gener-
ality the neuron ring at time tl is labeled l, i.e. sl = l
for l ∈ {1, ...,M ≡ N}. An analyti parameterization of
all networks realizing suh a pattern is then given by
εlP (l)+1 =H
−1
φl(θP(l)+1)
(θP (l)+1 − tl),
εlP (l)+k =H
−1
φl(θP(l)+k)
(φl(θP (l)+k−1) + ∆P (l)+k−1),
εlP (l) =H
−1
1−(tl−θP(l))
(φl(θP (l)−1) + ∆P (l)−1), (8)
in terms of the neurons' phases φl(θi), l, i ∈ {1, ..., N}
at the spike arrival times. Here k ∈ {2, ..., N − 1} and
H−1ψ (φ) is the inverse of Hε(φ) with respet to ε. The
phases φl(θi) are subjet to the restritions (6). This
parameterization shows that an N(N − 1)-dimensional
submanifold of networks realizing the pattern exists in
εij-spae. Additional features entail additional ondi-
tions on the phases at the spike arrival times: For in-
stane, exlusion of self-interation is guaranteed by the
onditions φl(θl) = τ if there is no spike-arrival in (tl, θl),
and φl(θl)− φl(θl−1) = ∆l−1 otherwise, reduing the di-
mension of the submanifold of possible networks by N .
Moreover, requiring the ouplings to be purely inhibitory
leads to the aessibility onditions
φl(θP (l)+1) ≤θP (l)+1 − tl, (9)
φl(θj+1)− φl(θj) ≤∆j , (10)
where j 6= P (l). We an therefore suessively hoose
φl(θP (l)+m), m ∈ {1, ..., N − 1}, starting with m = 1.
Inequalities (9) and (10) hold with reversed relations for
purely exitatory oupling. Purely inhibitory realizations
4exist if a pattern has period T > 1 (larger than the neu-
ron's intrinsi inter-spike interval); otherwise φl(t
−
l ) = 1
is not aessible from φl(tl) = 0. Similarly, purely exi-
tatory realizations exist if a pattern has period T < 1.
Is a pattern emerging in a heterogeneous network sta-
ble or unstable? We numerially investigated patterns
in a variety of networks and found that in general the
stability properties of a pattern depend on the details of
the network it is realized in, see Fig. 3 for an illustra-
tion. Depending on the network arhiteture, the same
pattern an be exponentially stable or unstable, or ex-
hibit osillatory stable or unstable dynamis. For any
spei pattern in any spei network, the linear stabil-
ity properties an also be determined analytially, similar
to the exat perturbation analyses for muh simpler dy-
namis in more homogeneous networks [14, 16℄. More
generally, in every network of neurons with ongeneri-
ally urved rise funtions and with purely inhibitory (or
purely exitatory) oupling, a nonlinear stability analy-
sis shows that the possible non-degenerate patterns are
either all stable or all unstable. For instane, in purely
inhibitory networks of neurons with rise funtions of neg-
ative urvature, suh as integrate-and-re neurons, every
periodi non-degenerate spike pattern, no matter how
ompliated, is stable.
In summary, we presented a method to nd the set
of all networks realizing a predened periodi pattern
of spikes, and for imposing additional onstraints, for
instane speifying absent onnetions and hoosing in-
hibitory or exitatory subpopulations. A predened sim-
ple periodi pattern is partiularly interesting beause a
network realizing it is guaranteed to exist; here we pa-
rameterized analytially all suh networks.
In general, these results demonstrate that preise, re-
produible dynamis arises even in high-dimensional het-
erogeneous omplex systems where it might be unex-
peted. The design method of solving an inverse problem
presented here, apable of nding all networks that ex-
hibit a predened dynamis, might thus be of interest in
the theory of oupled osillators and omplex networks
and ontributes a novel perspetive to theoretial neuro-
siene. The method an be extended to inlude hetero-
geneities in all parameters and non-degenerate patterns
[19℄, hidden neurons outside a ore network, as well as
non-periodi patterns, by dropping the periodiity on-
straint (4).
In partiular, our results shed a new light on how pat-
terns of preisely timed spikes may emerge in determin-
isti neural network dynamial systems, even for biolog-
ially realisti arhiteture. For instane these networks
may simultaneously exhibit strongly heterogeneous pa-
rameters, ompliated topology, and substantial and dis-
tributed delays. However, future work still needs to fully
answer how experimentally observed synhronization [2℄
as well as reurrent patterns of spikes [1, 3, 4℄ really arise.
Important topis of theoretial researh inlude, for in-
stane, (i) the exat dynamis of networks of exitable
neurons that are either exited by reurrent network in-
puts or by external stimuli [22℄, (ii) spike patterns that
are not periodi but separated by intervals of irregular
ativity [24℄, as well as (iii) ortial songs whih are se-
quenes of patterns ourring repeatedly in the same or-
der but varying in the timing between patterns [3, 4℄.
Studies in these diretions ould further larify meha-
nisms used for information proessing in suh networks.
In partiular, it will be exiting to see whether biologial
neural networks rely on stohasti features of topology
and input [8℄ or the exat wiring diagram and preise
single neuron dynamis play a signiant role in reating
a temporal ode.
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